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intended to serve as a general resource for the Internet operations and engineering community, recor
and employment of various infrastructure security techniques.

DDoS attacks are frequent

Operational network security issues—the day-to-day aspects of security in commercial networks—are
respondents. As such, the results provided in this survey more accurately represent real-world concern
emerging attack vectors addressed and speculated about elsewhere.

•
•

Key Findings

Source: Arbor Networks

DDoS Bandwidth Growth Slows: Over the last six years, service providers reported a near doubling
of service (DDoS) attack rates year-to-year. Figure 1 illustrates that peak attack rates grew from 400
in 2008. This year, providers reported a peak rate of only 49 Gbps (a more modest 22 percent growth
As we discuss later in the survey, the slowing in DDoS flood growth likely reflects attacks reaching un
constraints and a migration to other more effective denial of service attack vectors.

Disclaimer: Arbor sells network security solutions :-)
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Figure 1: Largest D DoS Attack – 49 G igabits Per S econd
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20,280 anomalies exceeded 1 Gbps
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at gigabit or less bandwidth levels. Such attacks are specifically designed to exploit service weakness
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Types of attacks

ctors

were asked what attack vector was employed for the largest attack they observed over the past 12 months, with
Worldwide Infrastructure Security Report, Volume V
provided in Figure 6.
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Survey Respondents

attacks remain the most predominant attack vectors reported in the survey, accounting for nearly half of the vectors
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the largest observed and reported attacks. Many of the respondents mentioned again this year that they are seeing
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n application-based attacks aimed expressly at triggering back-end transaction
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he respondents note that the application-level attacks, while not the largest in
traffic volume, are some of the most
ophisticated and operationally significant attacks they have observed year-over.
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5% to more complex attacks over the
hen asked if they have observed any trends in attacks moving from brute-force
ast year, 58 percent of the respondents indicated they have observed such trends. Brute-force attacks against DNS,
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ecure Shell (SSH) and Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) are the most common attack types cited in this category.
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